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Twisters, Inc. of Champlin, Parent Booster Club 
 

Twisters, Inc. of Champlin is a 501c3 non-profit, sales tax exempt organization run by the parents of 

Twin City Twisters Gymnasts Girl’s Team, Levels 3-Elite. It is all-volunteer and a separate entity from TCT.  

The purpose of Twisters, Inc. of Champlin is to provide an excellent venue for gymnasts to compete 

while offsetting gymnastics expenses related to the competition season. 

The main source of fundraising is hosting meets. Peppermint Twist is held the first weekend in 

December and Northern Lights Classics is held the first weekend in March (depending on facility 

availability). Twisters may also host a third meet during the season (State, Regionals, Westerns or 

Nationals). The goal is to do the 3rd meet every other season, dictated by budgetary needs. 

Mike Hunger & Steve Hafeman are the owners of TCT. They are in charge of and have final say regarding 

all aspects of the meets. When we volunteer to work these meets, we are representing Twin City 

Twisters. Remember, clubs that participate in our meets are our customers. We need to remain 

respectful, humble and appreciative.  

There are a number of committees formed to support the various functions of the meets. Committee 

members have committed to being at the meets from beginning to end. They also do many hours before 

and after meets to complete necessary tasks.  

The rest of the parent group is needed to volunteer at the meets. The number of sessions required is 

listed on subsequent pages. Working these sessions is necessary to offset additional costs associated 

with gymnastics. You may opt out of working by paying a fee. The sessions/fees required correlate to 

the benefit received. 

In addition to hosting meets, Twisters also organizes additional fundraising: Wreath Sales (Nov), Used 

Leo Sales (fall), etc. These fundraisers are very valuable to our budget. Your participation is appreciated 

as every little bit counts. Parent volunteers coordinate this in addition to working their sessions. 


